ABSTRACT

Education Game “More than Word” Run On Android

Game has been growing rapidly even its have made the peoples who play it are addicted. Many peoples like playing more than studying, so that balance of both is needed that they not only spend their time just for playing or relaxing, but also can studying while they playing the game.

Mastery of English vocabulary also necessary because so many game use become international language. But, basically the child of this country just know how to say vocabulary without know what the meaning of. Even there are the children who do not know at all of the international language. So that, education game is made that aims to give the new innovation in assisting the introduction of the English vocabulary to create the enthusiasm for learning and enhance the ability for users to remember vocabulary. Education game “More Than Word” is the education game run on Android which was designed with many interest objects played. With the additional component, like Adobe Air, Android SDK, and Adobe Flash Extension.

On implementation, this game already used as a learning media of english vocabulary by using mobile phone technology based android.
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